SCIENTISTS ANNOUNCE NEW “MONSTER SUNSPOT”
May 9, 2012
By Michael Erlewine (Michael@Erlewine.net)

A huge new sunspot rotated into view, one of the largest ever recorded, measuring some
60,000 miles across. Called AR 1476, this “monster sunspot” as scientists have labeled it has
already emitted two moderate M4.7 and M1.8 solar flares. That is not the worry.
Astrophysicists say there are some mighty even-deeper rumblings going on that suggest there
is a good possibility of the fierce X-Class events, giant solar flares that can erupt with CME
(coronal mass ejections) that will hit Earth, disrupting communications and who knows what
else.
As this new sunspot turns toward Earth, for the next thirteen days or so there is danger of a
CME targeting Earth. And of course these great solar events affect us personally and
psychologically, something I have written extensively on. Some prior blog links are given below.
In a few words, solar flares, particularly if they emit CME events, affect us at a deep level
spiritually or psychologically. They carry strong information direction from the Sun, our source of
light and life, information too much to grasp easily but which embeds itself in our mindstream
and which we read out a bit at a time as we are able to digest it. I will write more if an X-Class
event occurs. Until then, please refer to these links to read up on their effect on our minds.
http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150716739877658&set=a.110624912657.118041.
587252657&type=1
http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150618718107658&set=a.110624912657.118041.
587252657&type=1
http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150612693717658&set=a.110624912657.118041.
587252657&type=1
http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150610620897658&set=a.110624912657.118041.
587252657&type=1
http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150611133347658&set=a.110624912657.118041.
587252657&type=1

GIANT SUNSPOT GROWS MORE POWERFUL
May 10, 2012
This newly formed sunspot group (AR1476) that scientists are calling a “monster sunspot” is so
large that you can see it with the naked eye. Don’t try and do that without special sun filters, but
it is easy to see. And the solar wind is rising.
The Sun throws a million tons of matter out into space each second. This matter is called the
solar wind and this energetic flow extends well beyond Pluto. The average solar wind speed is
about 400 km/s. Right now it is at 600 km/s and rising.

This new sunspot group has thrown off more than a half dozen M-Class solar flares and many
lesser bursts of plasma in the last couple of days. A strong solar flare of the M5.7 class erupted
at around midnight EDT on Thursday morning. This sunspot’s beta-gamma-delta magnetic field
is believed to have more than enough energy to emit strong X-Class flares, the most powerful
kind known. Scientists believe they are coming soon.
As the sunspot turns toward Earth, radio operators all over the world are recoding shortwave
static. Listen to the shortwave radio bursts from the Monster Sunspot:
http://spaceweather.com/images2012/09may12/radioburst.mp3?PHPSESSID=ua6v30hk3n1f4f1
vgo70hqnq20
Earth is now entering the direct line of fire for CME (coronal mass ejection) events, since the
sunspot is rotating in our direction. I have written about this kind of solar activity many times
before, and I posted a number of links yesterday in a short blog that you can read to catch up on
this stellar phenomenon, but here is a quick recap:
I will put aside for now what these large solar flares with their CME (coronal mass ejections)
events can do to communications satellites. They are capable of bringing down the entire power
grid if situations are right, so there are a lot of potential physical results to these energy bursts
from the Sun. I have always been more interested in what they do to us energetically,
psychologically, and spiritually, so I will briefly mention that today.
I have been studying this kind of astrophysics since the early 1970s. I published my book
“Astrophysical Directions” in 1976, and it is still available as a free e-book under the name “The
Astrology of Space” here:
http://astrologysoftware.com/books/index.asp?orig
When it comes to astrology I am remarkably self-taught and although I have been privileged to
have many of the great astrologers of my time as friends, I feel only one astrologer that I have
known is in my particular astrological lineage, and that is Dr. Theodor Landscheidt. Landscheidt
was a supreme court justice of Germany and was very aware of the influence of the Sun, not
only physically but psychologically and spiritually.
I was able to send Dr. Landscheidt his first home computer in 1978, from which so much of his
research emerged. Landscheidt was a complete inspiration to me and pointed the way to much
of my own interest in the Sun, its energy, and heliocentric astrology in general.
However, most of my astrological techniques have come directly from within my own mind. I
consider them mind ‘terma’ as the Tibetans phrase it, and I have been trying to tell folks for
years that it is easier to look in your own mind for insights than it is to get them from reading
books written by others, etc.
The approximately 11-year sunspot cycle will peak in 2013 and we are in the final build-up to
that peak now. This is a time of intense solar activity and we have no way of knowing just how
strong that activity will eventually be, but if the activity of the last few months is any indication,
this is going to be a very strong time. And solar activity affects our mind deeply.
I don’t want to make the whole case here, but in a few words the Sun is more than just a ball of

hot gas burning in the firmament. If ‘we’ have a spiritual nature and center, then so does the
Sun. These bursts of information from the Sun infuse and inspire us at levels beneath our
conscious radar. Info from the Sun is seminal. It impregnates our mindstream with inspiration
that only gradually emerges consciously to our mind.
Times of intense solar activity are times when we can be enormously creative, each in our own
way. These solar bursts of radiation we are experiencing now and the ones we will mostprobably experience in the days to come are opportunities for inspiration that can eventually
reshuffle the hand that fate has dealt us.
At the same time, these energy bursts can be confusing, befuddle the mind, and cloud clear
thought with their influence, making it more difficult to do simple things. We have to relax and
not try to push things at these times. Once I feel it happening (and I do now), I try to let the solar
influx wash over me and wait for the inspiration it brings to take hold. Slowing down and feeling
my way is what I find best at these times. What are you feeling?

